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Ilear Santa
Martin visits Almac Gars and decides it's time to send his Christmas

wish-list off to Santa
ay I please have an Almac
Clubsprint for Christmas? lf

So, things are going really well

you're a car nut,

Almac Cars. The only negative thing to come

Alex

McDonald's Almac
workshop

workshop

-

Car

bit like Santa's
sorts of exciting

is a

there are all

two very obvious Sabres, plus

a

rolling Sabre chassis, there was a Cobra body
in the moulds and a Cobra chassis from
Graham Berry. There were also some of my
newest 'must have' engines: the Toyota
1UZFE V8 and a Rover V8, a Mazda 12A
rotary engine, a Subaru flat-four and, I think,
there was even an old Ford Pinto on a shelf
in the corner.
Besides all that, there was a gorgeous, bright
yellow Clubsprint. And it really was just a bit
like Christmas, because I got to drive it. Now it
really would be Christmas if I could keep it!

Flat out
It's 20 years since Alex began his business
building cars and he's flat out. He's not doing

at

anything other than build cars

the

moment. Currently, work includes four Cobra
kits, three Sabre kits, two Clubsprint kits (plus

two more very
Sabres

-

one

soon) and

of which

is

two

turnkey

the latest version

and company demonstrator. On top of that,
Alex is answering emails from around the
world including some serious interest from
Russia. Almac

were mentioned in

Dennis

Ortenburger's latest book Lotus Seven and

the lndependenB.
Alex also wants to put a roll cage on the
Clubsprint, and design and make full weather
protection for it in the form of a soft-top with
doors. Oh, and a Sabre is entered for this
year's Dunlop Targa. Check out http://
spr.co.nzlraceteam.php. lt's a serious looking
piece of gear. Speaking of serious, the Super
Sabre is still on the racetrack. Check out http:
//www.constructorscarcl ub.org. n zl profilesl
prof i le-ronrober.html.
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for Alex and

from my visit was that Alex mentioned
prices are likely

to

his

rise.

But the Clubsprint's still extraordinarily well
priced.

things being made.
Beside the

Prices rise

At the time of speaking with

Almac,

the basic kit with front cycle guards,

rear

guards, nose cone, scuttle frame and spaceframe chassis (fully bracketed and including
brake and clutch pedals) was $21482 including
Alex reckons a Clubsprint can be on the

GST.

road for $10-15,000.

original reason for offering the Clubsprint
remains - reasonable costs for first time
builders, who don't quite have the confidence
to make everything themselves. Yes, l'm
obsessively biased, but the car looks amazing.
It's really tiny and incredibly low to the
ground. You can easily put your hand on the
road while sitting in the car.
Alex is constantly improving things, hence the
bare chassis I saw had some extra bits of steel
not quite welded to it yet. He's also adding
25mm to its height to give a bit more room for
taller engines. Suffice to say, my drive of the
car was too short (a lifetime might just be long
enough) and the overall impression was that
of a gorgeous go-kart.
His

Sabre 52
The Series 2 Sabre is designed to use a Lexus
V8, Supra gearbox and Jaguar suspension, and
is supplied in build packs. Pack one includes
the chassis fully bracketed for suspension, seat

and seat belt, handbrake, shock absorbers,
engine and gearbox mounts, for (remember
the impending price rise) $3200+GST.
Pack Two is the one-piece outer shell complete

with floors,

bulkheads,

front and

rear

ABOVE Alex McDonald working on an Almac Sabre
BELOW Almac Sabre chassis

eight are
components. You can

Packs three, four, five, six, seven and

Jaguar XJ6 Series

3

supply these yourself, or buy the packs ready

for assembly to the car.
The Cobra 427SC ladder-type chassis frame,
unpainted, fully bracketed to accept front
and rear suspension, steering, radiator, seat
belts and chosen engine and gearbox is
$3375+GST.

The GRP body, comprising an outer shell with
floors, bulkheads and inner guards bonded

in, hinged bonnet and boot lid, doors with
hinges and locks, side intrusion beams and
dashboard panel in grey gel coat finish is
$81 00+GST.

bumpers, bonnet, boot lid and doors. You also
get fresh air and demister ducts, pedal box

For more details call Alex 04 528 8680 or
mailto: almaccars@paradise.net.nz. And be

and steering column bracket, headlight

sure to have a look at Almac's website http://
www.almac.co.nzl.

holders and covers, petrol filler cap and front
and rear inner guards for $7200+GST.

I can't

wait for Christmas morning.
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